THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 15, 1991

MEMORANDUM FOR C. BOYDEN GRAY

C.· SCHAEru(RC.>

FROM:

GENE

SUBJECT:

Call to Senator Gam Re Banking Bill

Attached are the talking points prepared by Treasury for your
conversation today with Senator Garn.
I have added a couple of
thoughts of my own.
I have crossed out the one point I would not make to Garn, i.e.,
the criticism of the FHLBB.
I am told by one of my Utah friends
(who managed Garn's last campaign and remains close to the
Senator) that Garn is still very close to Danny Wall.
As you
know, Wall was Garn's chief banking aide before becoming a
regulator. Wall may be behind Garn's "independent agency"
proposal: he may see it as an opportunity to get revenge on
Treasury for its criticism of Wall and his former agency.

OPPOSE SENATE PROPOSAL TO STRIP ADMINISTRATION OF ALL
AUTHORITY OVER BANKING REGOLATION
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o

The Senate Committee Print would remove the OCC and the OTS
from the Treasury oep,ar,tment, stripping ~~:~~,i.dent 0 all

o

These agencies are the only w'ay the President and the
Secretary of the Treasury have any input into the nation's
banking _pol.icy_.___ '
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The OCC has been part of the Treasury for 128 years.
It directly regulates over sixty percent of the banking
assets in this country.
o

Banking policy is too important to the nation's economy to
cut out the President and the Executive Branch from policy
input.

o

Unlike other industries that are regulated by independent
agencies, banks create direct exposure for the taxpayer
through federal deposit insurance.

o

No other major country in the world leaves its banking
policy to entirely ind~pendent regulators.

o

critics a
e that banking
"politi 1," that it's too
influ

s too important
e to industry

But the "independent"
deral Home Loan Bank Bo rd was
often criticized fo
eing too close to the i ustry.
In fact, it was
is perception that caus
Congress to
put thrift re lation under the Treasury just two years
ago.
o

People argue that OMB cut back on bank examiners during the
1980s -- but so did the FDIC, which is entirely independent.
Besides, Congress has already taken away Executive
authority over personnel decisions and examiner pai.
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